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INNOVATIVE AUDIOVISUAL 
SOLUTIONS



ABOUT 
DESI DJ 

PRODUCTIONS

Desi DJ Productions stands as a
premier production enterprise in
the United States, boasting over 36
years of expertise in broadcast
media, audiovisual creations, and
the orchestration of live, virtual,
and hybrid events, as well as
specialized hotel audiovisual
solutions.

Our core objective is to craft and
deliver experiences that enrich
human connections and motivate
individuals to engage and respond.



Marking 15 years in the Mexican
market, Desi DJ Productions
collaborates with over 10 hotels,
serving as an in-house supplier
and as a favored provider in
Mexico's top four tourist hotspots.
Our central operations are based
in Cancun, a pivotal hub in the
hospitality realm.

DESI DJ 
PRODUCTIONS 
IN MEXICO

Cancun



COLLABORATIONS WITH RENOWNED BRANDS
Chosen by more than 10 distinguished brands



NUPTIALS AND SOCIAL 
GATHERINGS

The Desi DJ Productions operational team
boasts profound expertise in destination
weddings, overseeing up to 400 weddings
annually.

AUDIOVISUAL 
CRAFTING

VIRTUAL AND HYBRID 
GATHERINGS

We specialize in fabricating live and virtual
gatherings that connect audiences of all
scales, transforming every corporate event
into an immersive experience.

Our team of virtual producers will guide you
through both formats, offering their
proficiency in live and virtual broadcasting,
ensuring a smooth learning curve for you.



DESI DJ PRODUCTIONS 
AND CONCIERGE-LEVEL 

SERVICES

Desi DJ Productions introduces a
novel approach to audiovisual
production services, blending
sales acumen, service
orientation, technical prowess,
and boundless creativity.

Our versatile professionals can
join you through the entire
creative journey or just during the
execution phase, as per your
needs.



DESI DJ PRODUCTIONS
AND CONCIERGE-LEVEL SERVICES



UTMOST 
PROFESSIONALISM

Our team is primed to
comprehend your
requirements, understand
them, and crucially, build trust
by showcasing our attentive
listening.



METICULOUS 
ATTENTION TO 

DETAIL

Our obsession with details is
unparalleled. We ensure top-
notch equipment condition,
flawless setups, and a keen eye
for minutiae that make a
significant impact



ENHANCED 
COMMUNICATION

Drawing from our rich
experience, we recognize that
audiovisual terminology can be
complex, but our staff is adept
at providing support and
clarifying our proposals.



TAILORED 
CUSTOMIZATION

We devise packages specifically
suited to your audience, budget,
and messaging goals, including
bespoke wedding solutions
supported by an app for
streamlined management of
music and logistics.



DESI DJ PRODUCTIONS MX
Visit our IG. You'll find forms to detail your specific 

requirements

@desidjsrivieramaya


